INTERVIEW TIPS SESSION

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 6, 2014
11:00 am—12:00pm
ROOM: BA5256

FEATURING: ALUMNUS GRIGORY BLOCH
Principal at Infusion, Hons. BSc 2005

Join Grigory as he talks about interviewing “dos and don’ts” — he’ll touch on how to prep for an interview and how to best communicate your strengths. Grigory will also share sample interview questions and answers (and what they reveal about the applicant), and provide guidance on how to show the right aptitude and attitude, even if you don’t have the experience!

Speaker Biography: Grigory Bloch is a software consultant with a track record in development, project management, and team building. At Infusion, Grigory has worked in multiple industries, but specializes in Financial Services. He is well-versed in numerous financial products, working on projects at every level. He is currently responsible for building Infusion’s Raleigh, North Carolina office.

Questions? Contact ugliaison@cs.toronto.edu.